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“Accidental Cutting is an  experi-
mental pattern cutting method, 

intellectual property of Eva Is-
zoro, focused on fi nding, not 

looking for, non-existent vo-
lumes, through abstract, 

random and accidental 
cuts and patterns ”.
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ACCIDENTAL CUTTING

Accidental Cutting is an experimental pattern cutting method based on abstract, random and accidental shapes, develo-
ped by Eva Iszoro. The main purpose of the method is to generate original and previously non-existent volumes that are applicable to any 
kind of design, not only fashion. The method implies the impossibility of separating designer from pattern maker, they should be the same person, and 
it involves the elevation of the technical process of pattern making to a creative one. The results are always unexpected and surprising with there being 
no preliminary drawings of the design project outcome.  

One of the particularities of the method is the multiplication of the result in different manners and phases, so the result is extended outwards. It´s a 
kind of endless methodology that can continue in diffe-

rent times and places. 

It is possible to continuously introduce new varia-
bles at the different stages, as almost all the parts 
of the process are unstable and the design can 
change completely in four of the fi ve phases of the 
creative development. In the beginning it is not 
necessary to think, just to make. Afterwards, 
there is intensive refl ection and thought and cons-

cious and strategic decision making is required. 

The method introduces new terminology into pa-
ttern cutting practice, which is very important for the 
process. Terms such as: volumetric reading, geome-
tric versatility, complementary patterns, subordinated 
patterns, relative patterns, interior or exterior patterns, 

positive and negative patterns, apparent control or or-
der, etc. Accidental Cutting is compatible with any other 
pattern cutting methods and the “zero waste” philoso-
phy, but it has its own sustainable approaches.

The method is described in Eva Iszoro´s PhD Thesis, 
presented at Architecture School - Polytechnic Uni-
versity in Madrid, in February 2016. 
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EVA ISZORO -CV

She is a fashion designer and architect. 
She is the author of a new experimental pattern cu-

tting method: Accidental Cutting, and the owner of 
a fashion design brand with the same name. 

Her studio is specialized in fashion design and archi-
tecture, and combines different projects understan-

ding the project in a global way, experimental and 
without limits.

She integrates professional practice with the aca-
demic and research practice in the fi eld of creative 

pattern cutting, especially experimental pattern 
cutting. 

She holds the fi rst PhD Thesis, that analyzes 
the new phenomenon of creative and experi-

mental pattern cutting, in a global and gene-
ral way, from a methodological approach  of 

design practice.

The Accidental Cutting method is theoreti-
cally based on Chapter V of her PhD thesis 

(http://oa.upm.es/42727/), the thesis 
obtained the qualifi cation of Cum Laude.

This work has been awarded with the 
Extraordinary Doctoral Thesis Pri-

ze of the Polytechnic University 
of Madrid, promotion 2015/2016. 

More information about  the research 
carried out in: https://accidental-

cutting.com/research/.
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COLLECTION  “Unlimited Series 02” OI 2020/21 - 080 BARCELONA FASHION

This is an open, unrestricted collection (endless development) largely consisting of garments created using the 
experimental pattern method: Accidental Cutting, the intellectual property of Eva Iszoro. 

The collection is the result of a totally experimental creative process that does not adhere to any 
conventional fashion design methodology but is a direct application of the Accidental Cutting method 

itself. 

The collection’s genesis process has not relied on any inspiration, graphic ideation, design 
visualization,  prior to the realization phase, that becomes an active phase of the creati-

ve design process.

This is the fi rst time that the author of the method has publicly presented in a 
fashion show a collection generated, in the most part, using said method.
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The “Unlimited Series 02” collec-
tion, fall-winter 2020/21 has been 

appreciated by the press and te-
levision, national (Spanish) and 

international in various media, 
some of them of great relevan-

ce such as:
VOGUE- Paris, VOGUE- 

Spain, VOGUE- Germany, 
VOGUE Méjico, VOGUE 

India etc.
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PREVIOUS WORK

The previous collection, Spring- Summer 2020, also was generated entirely through the experimental pattern cutting method: Acci-
dental Cutting, and it was presented at Roca Gallery in Madrid.



26Eva Iszoro  has presented her collections previous-
ly, but they were signed as Eva Iszoro, and only some 
of the garments were obtained using experimental pattern 
cutting processes. 
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EMAIL
Press: press@accidentalcutting.com

Wholesale: wholesale@accidentalcutting.com
Designer: evaiszoro@accidentalcutting.com

TEL
00 34 661 915 630

WEB
www.accidentalcutting.com

INSTAGRAM
@accidentalcutting

CONTACT


